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Psychedelics: a subclass of hallucinogenic drugs whose primary effect is 
to trigger non-ordinary states of consciousness.

Classic psychedelics: 
hallucinogenic drugs 
that bind with  
specific serotonin 
receptors in the 
brain.

Entactogens: class of psychoactive drugs that 
produce experiences of emotional communion, 
oneness, relatedness, emotional openness.

Other: TCH; Ketamine  



The history of 
psychedelic 
medicine











• Noticeable uptick in 
clinical trials since 2017

• 169 ongoing registered 
studies testing 
psychedelic 
interventions





Ethical and Policy Issues
• Explanatory models and their implications for 

administration, training, and licensure
• Boundary issues and concerns about abuse
• Informed consent and the transformative experience
• Regulating the therapeutic context
• Sate vs federal law
• Developing natural psychedelic drugs



Explanatory models and their implications for administration, 
training, and licensure

Bio Psycho Spiritual



Boundary issues and concerns about abuse

An image from a video recording of Meaghan Buisson's MDMA 
therapy during clinical trials to treat PTSD, showing Dr Dryer 
and Mr Yensen in bed with her. (Four Corners)

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-25/horrifying-video-of-mdma-drug-trial/101241532



Informed consent and the transformative experience

• A transformative experience has two components:
• Epistemically transformative – giving you new information in 

virtue of your experience
• Personally transformative – changing how you experience being 

who you are

• Problem: to make a decision about whether to have a TE you 
need to know the values of the relevant outcomes and to be 
able to weigh them against each other, but in the case of a 
decision involving a TE, you cannot know what it is like to 
have that kind of experience until you’ve had it.

• Paul’s response: choose based on whether we want to 
discover who we’ll become

• Can one give valid informed consent to participate in PAT 
given the potential for it to be a TE?



Regulating the therapeutic context

 “Set and setting” are thought to be critical for therapeutic effect, but FDA only regulates drug products. 
 FDA can’t regulate “conditions of use” - may veer into the practice of medicine, which is left to state regulation



State vs. federal law



Push to 
decriminalize 
psychedelics

2019 – Sept 2022

25 states considered 
74 bills, of which 10 
were signed into law

New bills introduced 
each year:

2019 = 5
2020 = 6
2021 = 7
2022 (by Sept) = 36

Siegel JS, Daily JE, Perry DA, Nicol GE. Psychedelic Drug Legislative Reform and Legalization in the US. JAMA Psychiatry. 2023 Jan 1;80(1):77-83. doi: 10.1001/jamapsychiatry.2022.4101. 
PMID: 36477830; PMCID: PMC10069558.



Developing natural psychedelic drugs
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